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A holiday to Africa is not only about spectacular safaris, beautiful

beaches and lovely landscapes, but more and more it is the

amazing food and wine experiences that have travellers coming

back for more.

Fabulous Food & Wine

http://magazine.africageographic.com/archive


From bush braais, to floating restaurants, cave dining, cocktails on

mountain tops and breakfasts with the birds, we look at some of

the most unique, and memorable, wining and dining experiences

around this amazing continent.

Navigation: Click on the 'Next’ or ‘Back’ buttons above

each image to see the gallery.

https://www.wildfrontiers.com/marathons-running/
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Dining under the stars ©Robin Pope Safaris

Sit under the stars with a gourmet plate of food

If there’s a gourmet plate of food on your lap but you can’t help
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your wandering eyes from gazing up at the sky, you know you’re in

an incredible setting.

   Malawi has sparkle, and when Sir David Livingstone saw Lake

Malawi at night for the first time, he was captivated by the lantern

light coming from the fishing boats on the water. It was as though

the lights reflected down from the heavens and inspired the name

“Lake of Stars”.

   Nocturnal Lake Malawi is a beautiful sight. Located privately

within Lake Malawi National Park on the edge of the water you’ll

find Robin Pope Safaris' Pumulani. A thousand light years away

from any light pollution, dinners under the night sky are part of

the lodge experience. A three-course meal is prepared by the in-

house chef and hand-delivered to you on the sandy shores. There’s

fine wine and there’s dessert, but there’s also the incredible clear

skies that are ideal for star-gazing. What’s more, Pumulani has a

Meade 200x magnification telescope to gaze through.

   There’s nothing pretentious about the set up and that’s what’s

wonderful about it. It’s about being lost in a beautiful moment

surrounded by nature, feeling the sand between your toes, sipping

on a glass of red accompanied by a chocolate tart, and marvelling

at Lake Malawi’s night-time views.

http://www.robinpopesafaris.net/camps/pumulani.php/
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Cave dining at Monate Lodge ©Hendrik Steytler Photography

Enjoy a meal in a cave in Limpopo Province, South

Africa

At Monate Game Lodge dining is not only about delicious food,

but the whole dining experience. One of the highlights of a visit to
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this four star game lodge is a meal served in the natural cave. It’s

set in rocky outcrops just behind the main lodge, and a flight of

stairs take you to this unique setting, which is perfect for both

breakfasts and dinners.

   The in-house chef ensures memorable meals to compliment the

spectacular settings, ranging from traditional potjie and braai

menus to full breakfast spreads.

  And the fresh early morning air allows for picturesque views over

the striking bushveld stretched out as far as the eye can see. If

you’re lucky you might spot the lions in the 20-hectare camp below

the cave. At night, soft candles and lamp lighting, make dinners

here a memorable experience.
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Eating inside the House of Spices ©House of Spices

Taking in Italian-Tanzanian fusion cuisine in Zanzibar

Take your tastebuds to heavenly heights with a touch of Italian-

Tanzanian fusion cuisine in Zanzibar at House of Spices. Around

one of the many indiscernible turns of Stone Town lies a rooftop
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restaurant with a twist – a mouth-watering medley of

Mediterranean meals, combined with all the flavours and

fragrances that lend the Spice Island its name. In this 18th century

trader’s house, patrons can sip on lemongrass tea before tucking

into dishes such as freshly caught kingfish in tamarind sauce. The

delicate combinations will be sure to tickle your fancy, as will the

Zanzibari decor.

   For Europeans, it’s the perfect bridge by which to enter the

culturally vibrant world of Stone Town. A wood oven will fire your

pizza to perfection, and gourmands can wash down their dishes

with a spicy liqueur digestif while gazing over the maze of alleys

below.

   Drinkers and diners can even opt to tumble straight into bed in

one of the four hotel rooms on the first floor, in order to wake up

perfectly positioned to explore the marvels of this UNESCO World

Heritage Site.
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Beach dining at Changa ©Changa Safari Camp

Be wined and dined on the beach at Matusadona

National Park, Zimbabwe

At Changa Safari Camp, the cuisine will be a highlight of your stay

– fresh ingredients combined with fabulous taste and presentation
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make each meal a memory.

    Breakfast and lunch are served al fresco either under the shaded

thatched open-air dining room or under the zig-zag Terminalia

tree overlooking a private beach and shoreline.

    Guests then enjoy an afternoon delight with a selection of teas,

local coffee and a freshly made sweet treat every day, and a

candle-lit dinner follows the beat of a drum at a different location

on each night of your stay.

https://www.porini.com/kenya/safari-tours-kenya/recommended-safaris/twiga-safari/
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Private dining in the bush ©Ant’s Nest

Imagine date night, in the bush, at Ant’s Nest

Private dinners in the bush are one of the many ways that Ant’s

Nest and Ant’s Hill Bush Homes woo their guests.

   Every evening begins with an age-old safari tradition:
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sundowners. Sunset signals the end of the day and, after a

wonderful day out on safari, there are few things as refreshing as

an ice-cold beer or chilled glass of wine. Boasting a selection of

outstanding local wines and beers, Ants encourages guests to try

one of the many proudly South African beverages on offer, while

enjoying the scenery.

   Dining at Ants is a decadent affair. A scrumptious three-course

meal is the perfect way to round off the day. Different foods,

different styles and different settings make meal times a truly

unique experience. Think gourmet comfort food cooked from

fresh, locally grown ingredients. The chefs at Ants love to

introduce guests to traditional South African recipes, such as

potjies and braais (South African version of a grill or barbecue),

and these are always a hit with guests.

   Guests can enjoy their meals in a choice of ways, and private

dinners can be arranged either at a special location or in your

room. No two nights need be the same.

   The chefs can also cater for all dietary requirements (from Celiacs

to vegans) as well as simple children’s menus, ensuring satisfied

tummies for everyone.
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Eating al fresco in a traditional boma ©Isibindi Zulu Lodge

Dine out in the battlefields of KwaZulu-Natal

The food at Isibindi Zulu Lodge suits the location – it’s hot most of

the year so it needs to be the right balance of being filling and

refreshing.
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   The meals are balanced, simple, tasty and nutritious as a

priority, with healing foods such as lemons, olive oil, chilli, ginger,

herbs and garlic all being used liberally. Fresh fish and seafood, as

well as local game meats in season, are served with hints of local

influence and flavour in the form of samp and beans, samp and

peanuts, pap and chakalaka and boerewors.

http://www.jacissabihouse.co.za/
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Fine dining in the Zululand bushveld ©Amakhosi Lodge

In the little Kingdom of Zululand there is a piece of

heaven, called Amakhosi Safari Lodge

The motto at Amakhosi is 'A Kings Pride' – which is the promise

that you will be treated like royalty.
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One common thread in all Amakhosi's reviews is FOOD, which is

lovingly prepared by their national treasure – wonderful Chef

Lauren Lentz and her team - this is her story:

"My name is Lauren Lentz, I come from a little town called King

William’s Town in the Eastern Cape. As a little girl I grew up

making home made butter and bread with my Gran on the farm

and my sticky fingers were every where whilst my mom made her

famous jams and pickles.... From then I said that I wanted to be a

chef when I grew up."

"I think the biggest reason I love Amakhosi so much, is the feeling

of being part of a big family and who gets to have a herd of

elephant as their traffic on the way to work and the bliss of

working with the sounds of nature around you all the time."

"Our departing guests always say that there is something special

about Amakhosi and no one can really say what it is.... and it is

very true - you will have to experience it for yourself to see what we

mean!"
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Looking over Lalibela from Ben Abeba restaurant ©Sarah Kingdom

Taste traditional fare and drink cocktails in Lalibela,

Ethiopia

Perched on a hill in the ancient and holy town of Lalibela is Ben

Abeba restaurant a landmark and a building of such quirky design
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that it wouldn’t look out of place in a Salvadore Dali painting.

Whilst the rest of the buildings in Lalibela conform to a standard

and traditional style, Ben Abeba stands out as being architecturally

unique and is the perfect place to watch the sun go down over the

sheer rock faces and dramatic landscapes surrounding the town.

   On the menu at Ben Abeba is a variety of traditional Ethiopian

dishes, with all fresh ingredients sourced from local farmers. If

you’re feeling adventurous you can try the ‘tej’ (a mead-like drink

made from honey, ranging in strength from non-alcoholic to rather

potent!) or ‘tella’ (a local beer, made from barley and either maize

or sorghum), which is traditionally drunk at religious festivals and

weddings, but is most enjoyable on holiday too.
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Sampan dining on the Zambezi ©Tongabezi Lodge

Take a boat to your dining table a few miles upstream

from Victoria Falls, Zambia

At Tongabezi, a luxury safari lodge you’ll find a floating platform,

known as a sampan, anchored in the middle of the Zambezi River.
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It’s where you will experience the ultimate in wining and dining

style.

As the sun sets lazily over the shimmering African horizon, a drink

of choice will appear in your hand. A signature Pimm’s might be

suggested, as this drink is guaranteed to begin the best of stories.

And a boat then arrives to deliver you to your destination, lit with

lamps and candles. When you’re settled at your very own private

table, every exquisite course is hand-delivered by canoe.

Once the stars are out and the stage is begging for a bit of drama,

the choir will float out on the water to serenade you with songs the

African bush knows well. You couldn’t hope for much more in a

romantic getaway.
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Lantern-lit bush braaing ©Jaci’s Lodges

Experience braaing elegance at Madikwe Game Reserve

Jaci’s Lodgespride themselves on their unique outdoor dining

experiences and their authentic South African cuisines, in addition

to their exceptional wildlife sightings and bespoke luxury
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accomodation.

   Their locally inspired dishes – from hearty bushveld breakfasts to

sumptuous safari dinners, are best taken in at sunrise or under a

canopy of twinkling starlight. Chef’s specialities include oxtail

‘potjiekos’, homemade ‘pata pata’ bread and Jaci’s legendary (and

somewhat secretive) chilli/garlic accompaniment for added kick.

   Crackling fires, cast iron pots bubbling away, the company of

fellow adventurers, big skies and bush vistas effortlessly enhance

the rustic, bushveld cuisine flavours.

https://www.wildfrontiers.com/marathons-running/
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Breakfasting in the treetops ©Fregate Island Private

Savour the freshness of island produce in the Seychelles

Imagine a kaleidoscope of freshly picked fruits arriving on a pulley

system, while you’re seated on a platform in the tippy tops of

indigenous trees with fairy terns and blue pigeons serenading you!
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   This luxury private island does have a restaurant but it's seldom

used as the options to dine alongside your private plunge pool, to

enjoy a barbeque on one of seven award-winning beaches, to snack

on sashimi fresh on the deep-sea fishing boat, to have high tea on

top of the world or to enjoy breakfast with the fairy terns are so

much more enticing.

   Fregate Island Private's secluded and romantic location makes it

extra special, and the dishes they serve are heavenly. It’s a real gift

that guests are given a copy of the Secrets of the Garden of Eden

cookbook on departure, as it’ll take you straight back to the

Seychelles when you conjur up cocunut, ginger and banana

delights from the comfort of your home.

http://www.fregate.com/start/
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Dining at Constance Le Prince Maurice's Le Barachois floating restaurant ©Le Prince Maurice

Dine at a floating restaurant in Mauritius

Africa Geographic’s General Manager, Janine Avery, gives us a

snapshot of her time at Constance Le Prince Maurice:

   “While floating on a platform in a fish reserve, I look down from
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my table to see a trumpetfish silhouetted below me. He then flits

into the darkness, past a sea snake that hovers at the edge of the

light. And my mind drifts from the fish reserve, with its tangle of

mangroves, to the glassy waters of the lagoon beyond, and to the

turtle I caught a glimpse of earlier in the day from a sailing boat.

    I’m enjoying an exquisite seafood bonanza on the deck of Le

Barachois, Mauritius’ only floating restaurant located at Constance

Le Prince Maurice. And with a wine list heavier than those editions

of Encyclopedia Britannica my parent’s prized back-in-the-day,

and a trained sommelier at my beck and call, I definitely wasn’t

struggling to find something to pair with my freshly-fished tuna.

The locally sourced produce is garnished with the French flair that

the island of Mauritius is famous for and exotic spices waft up on

the ocean breeze.

   The gentle sway of the platform reminds me of sitting on the

sailing boat and it’s a struggle to draw my mind away from my

colourful reverie of turtles, corals, sunshine and blue seas and

skies. And then I realise I don’t have to.”
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The 2017 Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year

Competition, brought to you by Land Rover and Canon, opened for

entries on 1 December 2016.

The grand title winner of the year's competition will walk away

with a Big Cat Photo Safari for two, provided by At Close Quarters

with flights by Airlink, as well as a Canon EOS 700D with a double

lens kit. Runner  up prizes include a two night safari for two at

Africa Geographic Photographer of the Year 2017
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Klaserie Sands River Camp or Hideaways' Elephant's Eye while

each category finalist will enjoy a case of wine provided by Rhino

Tears. The most popular entries on Facebook and Instagram will

enjoy prizes sponsored by iSimangaliso and Thule.

The following gallery showcases a selection of great images

submitted during the very first week of the competition but it is

still early days! Get your entries in now by clicking here for more

details.
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Sibling fun for wild dogs ©Luke Street
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A natural spotlight in Amboseli ©Dana Kennedy
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Plated lizard experiencing his final moments alive within the prison claws of a raptor ©Armand

Grobler
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A cute hedgehog found while on a night drive ©Jason Savage
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The Marienfluss, Kaokoland, Namibia ©Neville Lance
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Flames of pink in Walvis Bay, Namibia ©Anna-Mart Kruger, iCapture Photo Safaris
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A leopard above it all ©Luke Street
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A Samburu bride on her wedding day ©Abdiwahid Abdikadir
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A solitary giraffe walking on the open plains of Etosha ©Manuel Graf
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Male lion feeding on an elephant carcass in South Luangwa National Park, Zambia ©Manuel Graf
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A dehorned rhino drinking ©Jason Savage
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Camping under the Milky Way in Hwange National Park, Zimbabwe ©Dominik Behr
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A seagull is poetry in motion ©Florian Breuer
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A playful young male leopard greeting the photographer with an amusing roll ©Armand Grobler
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A portrait of a pelican in Walvis Bay, Namibia ©Anna-Mart Kruger, iCapture Photo Safaris
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